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Acts IV 32
We are told in the Acts of the Apostles of the founding of the Christian Church. The narrative as
there told, connects the event with that belief which had firmly taken hold of the disciple’s minds
that but in a little while Christ would return surrounded with the pomp of the expected Messiah and
that those who had believed in him through his humiliation would have their reward in extra
honours during his coming reign. “Lord, dost thou at this time restore the Kingdom to Israel.”, was
one of the last enquiries they made of him, and there can be no doubt whatever, but that the little
hapless community that met in Jerusalem after that mysterious personality had been taken away
was not so much concerned with its recent loss as with its expectations of miraculous occurrences.
The further development is familiar to every reader of the Acts of the Apostles. The rushing mighty
wind, the boldness of those who had hitherto been weak, the beginning of Christian propaganda are
matters of common knowledge. The foundations of the church were laid. The struggle with the
established religions had begun.
That is wearing onto twenty centuries now. The church has flourished. She has come far short of her
high calling. She is marred by the hand of man. Both her form and spirit have undergone many
vicissitudes. She has been reformed and re-reformed; and at this present moment her life is very
precarious. It seems that both religious and ant-religious, Christian and Anti-Christian, are agreed
that the church has not that national support which she once had. If you go to the secularist and ask
him what he considers to be the most marked feature of existing social conditions he will generally
answer you with alacrity – “The decay of religious authority.” If you put the same question to man
active Cristian he will reply in pretty much the same words: “The loss of the Church’s hold upon the
masses.” The religious literature of the day is teeming with complaints at empty pews; and church
and chapel alike are modifying time-honoured methods of conducting services in order to offer a
more attractive bill of fare to the casual person whose ordinary attendance at service is beginning to
drop off.
To those of us who boldly face these problems from the beginning the universal experience of
decline in church attendance raises the question whether as a matter of fact the church as an
organization – the meeting together week by week in the name of the Lord – has not under modern
conditions ceased to be of any spiritual value. Not a few have come to the conclusion that that is
indeed the case. The spread of modern culture, they argue, has brought the preacher down to a
level with his congregation – or, if you will, has brought the congregation up to a level with the
preacher, and the sermon is doomed. Newer ideas of religious fellowship have weakened the notion
that a promiscuous collection of individuals can have a common spirit which will enter into the heart
of every individual in the congregation; and finally, new theological notions have undermined the
general conception of Sunday as a day of worship and have rather widened our ideas as to how
worship may be conducted.
There is much force in these considerations, but to my mind they have strength to modify only not
to destroy. They point to a great reformation in idea rather than to a new form of worship, to an
elevating and purifying of the existing symbols rather than to a sweeping of them clean away. We
may get tired of the particular form in which the social nature of religion is expressed. A promising
companionship in a congregation may fail to bring to our hearts an idea of religious fellowship; but
the fact still remains that the religious spirit is one of companionship. Wherever two or three are
gathered together, there the spirit of the Lord will be in their midst, it is no mere promise of the
divine without relation to the satisfaction of the human need. That promise which has been taken by

Christendom as its sanction for congregational service is a response to a desire of man’s heart. The
abiding grace of religion first of all tells us of our isolation, and sets up in hearts a yearning for a
companionship in worship. Quite apart from the common exercises of devotion, the mere coming
and being together should be a help in the moral life. Surrounded by the symbols of spiritual things
and spiritual thoughts, met for the purpose of praise and worship, it shall be easier for us to be truly
with the Father. And when to the atmosphere of the church we add its ordinances and consider the
help which one worshipper must give to another, it will be found that the long historical sanction
which in association with worship was received shows not so much the force of tradition and custom
as the response which the church idea has in the human heart when religiously inclined.
It is true that many can call the spirit of the Lord to keep them a companionship at their own
firesides or in their own libraries, but still, the private communication with God can never take the
place of public communion with him. The great danger that has always threatened a robust religion
has been the tendency of the spiritual life to thin off until it has become a sublimated idea. On that
extreme we find the mystics and all those good-hearted people who sigh their lives away or who
build themselves some palace of art which they wall off from the outer world and spend their lives
exclusively within its bounds. Now and again they mat throw over the walls to the vandal world
some snatches of the divine music which steals all day long across their paradise, but although these
largesse’s may be frequent; that can hardly be said to be the life of the spirit. These people have
contributed much to the spiritual life of humanity. Their contact with the inner things of the
individual life has given them a strange knowledge of the universal life and the words and ideas of
the spiritual hermit are often unearthed long after they were written, to be guides to the faltering
step and inspiration to the drooping spirit of man. But for every one of those hermits who have
made this contribution to the larger life, scores have lived upon themselves and died within
themselves. They have lost that necessary part of the religious sense which comes from association.
They get out of live with the world and men.
Nothing more clearly demonstrates the impossibility of man living a full life to himself than this, that
in trying to do so he invariably shuts himself off from spiritual impressions. He may alone climb the
heights of the sublime. The selfish man who thinks much of his sorrows is often found far up these
heights. But it is only in companionship that man can attain to the heroic. And the heroic is the
fundamental note of the religious spirit. There are plenty of theories abroad which reconcile a man
to life, and, and plenty of methods tried for squeezing out a hard pleasure in living. But religion
alone makes joy and faith in life natural, and it only attains to this as it raises the heroic in the
human mind. “Fear not them who can injure the body, but cannot injure the soul,” “Thy will, not
mine be done.” These and many similar sayings are the words of a man who knows in what he has
believed and who from his beliefs has fashioned an armour which no earthly dart and no earthly arm
can pierce. They are not merely expressions of a consoling faith, but the challenging notes of a
warlike spirit; they are not the croonings of a man prepared for any evil that may overtake him, but
the defiance of one preparing himself for a crusade against evil. Three courses of life are open to
every man. He may be an active force in the propagation of evil; or an active force in the
propagation of good; or he may select a third course and may discipline himself to a stoical
acquiescence in whatever meets him in life. The second is the truly religious life; but many a man’s
religion when it is accompanied by the desire for seclusion and for a fellowship with ideas only,
shunts him onto the third course where he miserably perishes. Only those live a sane life there who
can share the world’s life in a companionship of ideas. These are the poets and the great geniuses
and the world is not yet made of these.

So long as we are ordinary mortals, and so long as it is possible for us to be spiritually minded,
association in worship and the spoken word in praise and prayer will have an economy in our human
nature. We must guard them from abuse, and see to it that they do not become mere forms of
weekly occurrence. If we are to benefit by our weekly meeting together we must try and go back to
the spirit of the first churchgoers and to the message which was proclaimed to them. We must begin
by forgetting that the going to church has any merit in itself, and that the church a man belongs to
endows him with any special or peculiar credit. The end of the religious life is to find the spirit of
God, and the church simply helps to reveal that spirit to us. None of the so-called means of grace
with which man has supplied himself are of themselves good. They are good only in so far as they
help the soul and mind to a clear comprehension of the will of God. And to a becoming like to it. This
is the first great function of the church, to supply an atmosphere of religious fervour and a
companionship in the religious idea, which will first of all make it easy for the soul to rise above the
distracting thoughts of life, and will then direct it back upon men and things as the most natural
objects upon which the religious spirit is to operate. To preserve this double nature of religion, first
of all the leaving of earth behind and the return to earth again with fire from the altar of God, is the
special function of association in worship.
It may be that our churches come far short of this ideal purpose. For generations they have been
regarded superstitiously. A peculiar sanctity has been attached to their fabrics owing to consecration
and other heathen rites; and as the fabric has become sacred so the worship has become degraded.
The spoken word has lost much of its power, the congregation has lost much of its spiritual fervour.
Pulpit and pew alike have lost much of their life. Superstition always degrades the spirit of man.
Instead of knowing that he must take his religious spirit with him insider the walls, the ordinary
devout churchgoer imagines that it dwells there and awaits his coming; instead of knowing that the
human heart is the one consecrated temple of God’s presence, the ordinary devout churchgoer
imagines that the divine spirit inhabits certain stone and lime buildings wherein certain rites are
carried on. The effect upon the religious life of such people is strikingly apparent. To them worship
becomes a process of prayers and observances, instead of the living of a life. They sanctify their
church at the expense of the world. In them we see a most curious return to the Law and its
observances, and a desire to pass by that freedom of spirit which Paul says is the peculiar treasure of
him who is living in Christ. What makes the church sacred is the people who worship there, the
nearness to God which the worshipper attains, the clarity of the divine message preached, and the
adequacy and force with which it is applied to ordinary conduct and everyday life.
We therefore consider the function of the church to be the keeping alive of the divine light which
burns before the altar in the human soul. And we think that this can best be done by the time
honoured custom of public worship, because the religious spirit is essentially social in its inspirations
and aims. If left to the calm culture of the study or the individualist contemplation of and
communion with nature, the religious impulse tends to degenerate into a form of cultured
pessimism which has a pleasing heavy scent but no body.
If our view of the church as an aid in the religious life be true, and if the reforms in worship
necessary to conform its symbolism to our idea at all be made, the condition of modern thought and
feeling should give us a strong impetus in the work. For what is the meaning of the discords and
clouds which pass over our thought and literature? Why has a science which made majestic by the
discovery of the operations of heredity, be, by virtue, of these very operations, made the foundation
of grim and shadowy structure of fatalism, moral and physical? Why has an ever widening liberty in
social and political life led to the bitterness of disappointment in the lack of that which has not yet
been attained rather than a joy in that which has been made subject to us? Why do we place such a

value on the odd and eccentric, on the nervous and passionate, on the flare and dash, on the
mysterious and discordant? That town life has jarred upon our nerves and the struggle for existence
has robbed life of its calm, you say. That may be so, but the more fundamental reason is that we
have lost sight of the world spirit, that we are failing to keep our eye upon the permanent nature of
the universe, of which all contemporary change is but a mood. In our struggles for liberation we
have for the time being lost a true sense of what the conditions of freedom really are. We are very
busy with our negativisms, and are absorbed in our fears. The failure is no doubt largely intellectual.
The world has become very complex to us now and its vicissitudes have crowded out its permanent
features. No great teacher has come yet to instruct the ordinary mind in the cosmos and orderly
display of the world. The chaos of revolt and the disjointed dissections of criticism are strewn around
us, and following the confused intellect we each contribute our neurotic idea to the temper of the
generation and leave more chaos and madness behind us.
But if the intellect is confused, the emotion is not. It still stands for order, bridging the gaps in
knowledge to the verge of which the toe of science but can go no further. In the religious emotion lie
at once in that long dreamt of universal philosophy which on its intellectual side is to unify all
knowledge and on its moral side is to eliminate all evil. It is the source of all progress in thought and
institution. It is the life breath of man. To keep this pure and steady is the greatest need of the time.
Every day it becomes clearer that it is the light from our moral sense that is to guide us from the
confusions of the present into the faiths of the future. By an appeal to the soul are we to emancipate
ourselves from our discords. But the conditions of modern life and the temper of modern thought
have a tendency to crush out this essential force in man’s well-being, and the automatic operation of
evil conditions we must consciously oppose some protecting influence. Therefore it is that I say that
the revival of the pure spirit in worship is one of the most practical needs of the time. The spiritual
emotions must be kept pure, if we are to have a pillar of cloud by day and a pillar of fire by night to
guide us during our wilderness journey and lead us ultimately to Canaan. So long as we skim the
surface of things we see nothing but confusion, so long as we shield ourselves from the general life
of the world we see nothing but the fear inspiring and the inexplicable. In our church life we go
below the surface and see the image of the eternal, and upon that we see the temporal built. There
we see the place upon which the universe has grown and we get a guide for the future as well as a
key to the past. Until all this has passed into the realm of the intellect, let us cherish it in our
emotions. Intellect but explains spirit. A pure church will preserve a pure spirit so that when the
intellect comes to make its enquiries of it, it may listen to the voice of God and not the vain deceit of
the oracle.

